
Implementation Notes 
 

You will have downloaded the following folder structure, each subfolder contains three scripts (as 

shown on the right).  Each folder has the same three scripts with only the database name changed. 

Script 01 Create the database will create an empty database object in your SQL Server. 

Script 02 Create tables creates 2 tables in that database and populates them with 1 and 2 records 

respectively 

Script 03 Create a SQL View over one of the tables (in order to let you see the INDEX re-creation in 

the code). 

 

 

 

Create your databases by running the twelve scripts in total (three scripts for each database) in the 

order implied by their number - 1,2,3. 

Depending on whether you use the same network user to build the SQL databases and run the 

Access database or not, that should be enough.  If you have not, then you may need to set 

permissions in SQL Server for the Access user to be able to see and use the SQL databases. 

 

You then need to take one further step.  Inside the demo database there is a table “lclNetworks” 

that looks like this: 

 

 

You need to make a change to either record 1 or 4. 

If you are working on an Active Directory domain, then change record 1 in the following way: 

• Change CORYLUS to the NetBIOS name of your domain 

• Change BUSINESS1\SQLEXPRESS to the name of your SQL Server installation 

(<computername>\<SQL instance name>). 



If you are working on standalone computer not connected to a domain, then change record 4 in the 

following way: 

• Change SURFACE\SQLEXPRESS to the name of your SQL Server installation 

(<computername>\<SQL instance name>). 

 

Now, if you run the demonstration database it should reconnect correctly to your databases and you 

will be able to step through the code to see how it is done. 

Finally – an apology and correction 
During the early stages of my demo yesterday the Demo Gods took their revenge and put me off my 

stride and I ended up answering a question incorrectly – sorry!  It was in the matter of table indexes 

and tables or views having 1 index.  What I should have said is (in relation to the public function 

AttachDSNLessTable): 

• Every SQL table or view that has an Access accessible index will have the details recorded by 

this part of the code, provided that the table/view being reconnected has 1 and only 1 index 

(as a connected SQL View can only have 1 or no index).  Read/write SQL Views connected by 

Access will have 1 Index, read-only SQL Views will have no Access index. 

 
• When Access reconnects to a SQL database table, Access obtains the index information and 

no further action is required in the code 

• On reconnecting an Access Table to a SQL View, then the INDEX information will have been 

lost by Access.  The code above will have captured it ready to re-create it.  The following 

code determines that the table had an index, and that it now does not (i.e. is was an 

updateable SQL View, not a table).  The code then rebuilds the index so that the SQL view is 

once again updateable. 

 

 

 

 

 


